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As many as 5,221 people died in

judicial custody in India in the past

three years, the Ministry of Home

Affairs informed the Rajya Sabha on

Wednesday. The ministry added that

348 people died in police custody.

Minister of State for Home Affairs

Nityanand Rai made this statement

while replying to a question by

Bharatiya Janata Party MP

Ramkumar Verma.

Uttar Pradesh recorded the most

deaths in judicial custody (1,295),

followed by Madhya Pradesh (441),

West Bengal (407), and Bihar (375).

Gujarat recorded ...

‘Janabadi’ Bureau Review
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5221 people died in judicial

custody in three years

From Odisha to Maharashtra,

from Gujarat to Uttar Pradesh, a

major number of people are starving.

After 75 years of independence, the

government has not succeeded in

‘Janabadi’ Bureau Review

Lockdown: Children's language & math skills are declining
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19 crores people are starving !

alleviating starvation. The latest

estimate from the Ministry of

Agriculture is that India produced an

average of 306 metric tonnes of food

in 2020-21. Of these, wheat (108.5

metric tonnes), rice (122.3 metric

tonnes), pulses (25.6 metric tonnes),

oilseed production (38 metric

tonnes). Despite the abundance of

food, people are still hungry. The

government has not succeeded in

relieving the starvation of people.

There is an adequate quantity of food

in the food storage facility. The

question is, why can't food be given

to the starving people in the country?

According to a report by the Food

and Agriculture Organization (Food

and Agriculture Organization 4-

2020), 16 crore people in India are

seriously starving. This means that

17 percent of the total population is

regularly starving. Fifty-seven

percent of children ...

Survey report

Shutting down schools to prevent

the spread of the coronavirus

pandemic has lead to increased

dropouts and huge gaps in learning

levels. As states dither over whether

to reopen primary schools or not,

here's a study that paints a stark

picture to make the case for reopening

schools urgently.

An Azim Premji Foundation

survey of over 16,000 students in

primary schools found an alarming

dip in language skills and math skills

- 92 percent of the children have lost

at least one language ability, while 82

India: My great country

percent have lost math skills. CEO of

the foundation, Anurag Behar, says

there is an urgent need to reopen all

schools, but with a plan. In the longer

term, this is a good case to be made

out for having localized schooling as

many Western countries have - that

is, children from a locality go to a

school within a short distance.

Behar says, the reality is that none

of us know what is going to happen

to the dropouts. When schools say

drop-out, they are perhaps referring

to registrations or fees that have been

given to private schools, ...
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Eradication of poverty : Free
food grains or employment ?

The 75th Independence Day is being celebrated nationwide.

The government, which has been formed in the country and the

state for the past seven decades, promises in the pre-election mani-

festo to eradicate poverty. But even after seven decades, poverty

has not been eradicated. Promises are still being made to lift the

poor out of poverty. The question is whether supplying 5 kg of rice

per head per month will alleviate poverty or by giving them em-

ployment will alleviate poverty? The question is, can 5 kg of rice

or wheat benefit the poor? Every ruling party has a plan to eradi-

cate poverty, and every prime minister in the country wants to write

his name in gold, but no one (to date, the prime minister of the

country) has succeeded in eradicating poverty. The country's prime

minister, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, had been sworn in as prime

minister. But as the country's internal situation improved, his ten-

ure ended, he was unable to eradicate poverty. The country's sec-

ond prime minister, Lal Bahadur Shastri, was keenly aware of the

plight of the poor. But he did not have the opportunity to eradicate

poverty. In his two years of tenure in office, he had not been able

to eradicate poverty. Pandit Nehru implemented three five-year

plans to eradicate poverty. But poverty did not go away. As the

third Prime Minister of the country two decades after independ-

ence, Mrs. Indira Gandhi saw the introduction of poverty in the

country. She called out slogans for the removal of poverty. She

made plans to eradicate poverty in the name of herself and her

predecessor. But the poverty could not be eradicated, and even

today it exists.

Mrs. Gandhi got herself removed from power by trying to re-

move poverty. She declared a state of emergency in the country.

Despite being in power for 11 years and 59 days, Mrs. Gandhi

failed to eradicate poverty. The country's poor then handed over to

Morarji's Desai the door to rule as their savior. He adopted the

indigenous formula. He remained as prime minister for 2 years

and 126 days but failed to eradicate poverty. The country's poor

re-elected Bhumiputra Chowdhury Charan Singh for 170 days. And

then the poor citizens remembered Indira Gandhi's slogan to re-

move poverty. Once again, Mrs.Gandhi was made the Prime Min-

ister by the poorest people in the country. She also served as Prime

Minister of the country for 4 years and 218 days. In the end, Mrs.

Gandhi was martyred in the name of the poor. After Indira, her son

Rajiv Gandhi called for a fight against the poor. He strictly ad-

hered to a sense of transparency and accountability. Despite being

prime minister for five years and 32 days, he had not been able to

eradicate poverty. The country's poorest people re-elected VP Singh

for 343 days and Chandrasekhar for 223 days as prime minister.

After that, PV Narsinghrao of the Congress became Prime Minis-

ter of the country for 4 years 330 days, then 16 days Atal Bihari

Vajpayee, then HD Deve Gowda 324 days and Indra Kumar Gujral

332 days. Then, Atal Bihari Vajpayee returned. He served as Prime

Minister for 6 years and 64 days. After that, the Congress govern-

ment led by Manmohan Singh lasted 10 years and 64 days.

Manmohan Singh had not been able to eradicate poverty for so

long. After Manmohan Singh, the current Prime Minister, Narendra

Modi, has been in power for 7 years and 84 days but has also not

succeeded in eradicating poverty. He said food security was guar-

anteed for 10 crores people in the country with 5 kg of rice or

wheat per month. "We propose that if one in every poor people in

the country is given employment, poverty will be eradicated." In

other words, Prime Minister Modi should take steps to ensure em-

ployment for 20 crores people in the country. Without this, the

poor will not be able to get out of poverty by distributing only 5 kg

of rice or wheat. Instead, the picture of the poverty that was 75

years ago, will continue for another five decades.

Where was  Gandhi
during Independence ?

 Prahallada ku. sing

India became Independent on 15 August 1947,

ending the three-century British rule. We are now

celebrating the nectar of freedom to bury this

unforgettable memory. As a result of the

Satyagraha struggle led by Mahatma Gandhi, the

father of the nation, the sun rose of Independence

in the Indian subcontinent. So where was he, what

was he doing, what was his mental state

like?

The country was divided against

Gandhi's will. The Congress, the

Muslim League, and the Hindu

Congress were caught in the crossfire

of British diplomacy. It is for this reason

that our countrymen faced the terrible

state of communal riots before

Independence, the wounds which have

not yet dried up. Independent Pakistan

was born on August 14. On the night

of August 14-15, a meeting of the Constituent

Assembly of India was held under the

chairmanship of its chairman Rajendra Prasad.

He said, "many have sacrificed their lives for this

constitution. We all smilingly went to jail. The

leadership and sacrifice of Mahatma Gandhi are

unique in this regard." On August 14, 1947, at

the stroke of the midnight hour, power was

transferred from the British empire to the

Government of Independent India. Pandit

Jawaharlal Nehru was sworn in as the first Prime

Minister and the Constituent Assembly headed

by its President, Dr. Rajendra Prasad appointed

Lord Mountbatten, the last Viceroy of British

India, as the first Governor-General of

Independent India.

At midnight on Thursday-Friday, Pandit

Jawaharlal Nehru was sworn in as Prime Minister

of Independent India by Mount Batten. "Now that

the whole world is asleep, India is gaining

independence," Nehru said. The first prime

minister of India delivered the speech to the

Constituent Assembly close to the midnight hour

on 14 August 1947. "Long years ago," Nehru

began, "we made a tryst with destiny; and now

the time comes when we shall redeem our pledge,

not wholly or in full measure, but very

substantially. At the stroke of the midnight hour,

when the world sleeps, India will awake to life

and freedom."

A moment comes, which comes but rarely in

history, when we step out from the old to the new

- when an age ends, and when the soul of a nation,

long suppressed, finds utterance. At this solemn

moment, we should take the pledge of dedication

to the service of India, and her people, and to the

still larger cause of humanity."

"This is rare when we cherish the old and the

new, and at the end of time we speak of the soul

of a nation that has been exploited for years. .

This is the holy time to dedicate ourselves to the

Year of India and the service of the human race.

Now is the time for us to swear. For many years,

we had a struggle with luck. We were determined.

Now an ancient nation like India has its rightful

place in the world.  I am one of your servants. At

such a historic moment, we must

not forget that the freedom that has

been achieved has come due to

Gandhi. This freedom has been

found due to Gandhiji's non-

violence. But we are saddened that

Gandhiji is not here to attend. We

want to let you know that Gandhiji

has always been and will always

be in our minds."

While Delhi, the national

capital, was being decked up for

the grand celebration of Independence and the

transfer of power, and Indians geared up to

celebrate Independence, where was the man who

had helmed the fight for Independence? Where

was Bapu?

In Beliaghata

He was far away, in Calcutta, resolute in his

efforts to bring peace and calm to a place that

was burning with violence and hatred. The words

and actions of Bapu doused the flames.

The historic events bear recounting as India

celebrates a landmark anniversary of

Independence. The conditions were anything but

peaceful then; today, 75 years down the line,

conditions are not far from reigniting the fires

that burned then. This is then a day to reflect on

how far we have travelled. Or have we travelled

far?

On the evening of August 6, Bapu boarded

the Calcutta Mail at Lahore; it would take him to

Patna and then Calcutta from where he planned

to leave for Noakhali (now in Bangladesh), where

he had promised the minority community that he

would shield them when Partition happened and

East Bengal became East Pakistan. In the middle

of the day, Gandhiji was just reading the Gita and

sitting in a wheelchair. Before independence, the

government wanted to broadcast Gandhi's

message on the radio. Information and

Broadcasting Department officials also came to

record for this. Gandhiji refrained from saying

that he had nothing to say. Earlier, a BBC

journalist had also asked Gandhi to deliver his

message to the world. Gandhiji humbly rejected

the request, saying, "You forget that I know

English. I'm not greedy."

Bapu arrived in Calcutta on August 9, 1947.

A delegation of Muslims, led by the chief of

Calcutta District Muslim ...
4Page-7
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19 crores people..

5221 people died ...

Lockdown: Children's...

the most deaths in police custody (42), followed

by Madhya Pradesh (34), Maharashtra (27), and Uttar

Pradesh (23). Overall, 1,940 custodial deaths were

reported in 2020-2021, while there were 1,696 deaths

in 2019-2020 and 1,933 deaths in 2018-2019.

In reply to a separate question on Wednesday, Rai

dismissed reports of increasing deaths in police

custody. "No such increasing trend has been noticed,"

he said. The minister also noted that police and

prisons are state subjects under the Constitution.

Curbing such deaths is the responsibility of the state

governments, he added. "According to the guidelines

issued by the NHRC [National Human Rights

Commission] every death in custody, police or

judicial, natural or otherwise, is to be reported to the

Commission within 24 hours of its occurrence," Rai

stated in his reply.

He added: "If an inquiry by the Commission into

custodial death discloses negligence by a public

servant, the Commission recommends to authorities

of Central/State governments initiation of

proceedings for prosecution against the erring public

servant." An analysis by Indiaspend notes that from

2010 to 2019, most deaths in police custody were

attributed to either illness and natural causes (40%),

or alleged suicide (29%). The data shows that while

1004 deaths took place in police custody during this

period, only four police personnel were convicted

(one in 2010 and three in 2013). On August 8, Chief

Justice of India NV Ramana had expressed his concern

about human rights violations at police stations in the

country. "The threat to human rights and bodily

integrity are the highest in police stations," he had said.

under the age of five and 53 percent of women

do not have access to nutritious food. According

to the CNNS (Comprehensive National Nutrition

Survey), more than 35 percent of children are

underdeveloped, according to the Ministry of

Health from 2014 to 2017. Seventeen percent of

children are physically malnourished and severely

malnourished. Recently, a child was reported to

be suffering from malnutrition in Nagda, Jajpur.

The government was quick to respond to reports

of child malnutrition less than two years ago. But

the government is not fulfilling its responsibility

to provide nutritious food to the victims of

malnutrition and starvation. But the slogan is

'Mera Bharat Mahaan'.

and things of that nature. How many kids are

going to drop out? We don't know right now. The

pandemic has caused enormous economic

devastation. And therefore, a large number of kids

may drop out. And therefore, knowing this, we must

do everything possible to ensure that the most

vulnerable groups, the most vulnerable families,

their kids don't drop out. We should fear kids being

pulled out of school to work. We should take every

measure to not let it happen. Currently, when people

are talking about dropout numbers, that's partly

based on registrations or fees paid to private

schools. For 16 to 17 months, our children have

not gone to school. Point one, they have lost all

learning that is supposed to happen in that period.

So a child who was in class 4 in March 2020. When

he is coming now into school, he's going to come

into class 6, just imagine how staggering that is.

He has not gone to the class 5 syllabus at all. And

from class four, he's coming straight to class 6.

Now, the lost learning in this period is not just the

loss in those 16-17 months, the teaching...

 loss in those 16-17 months, it's that most

children have forgotten a lot of what they used to

know in March 2020. According to our recent study,

over 92% of the children had lost fundamental

capacities in language, which is a fundamental

capacity, meaning simple things like if you show

them a picture, can they narrate in their own words,

what is there in the picture? 86% of kids have lost

fundamental capacities in mathematics.

Fundamental capacities like just addition, or

recognizing a number, depending on which grade

you're talking about because that study was class 1

to 6. Now, imagine 210 to 200 million children are

going to enter schools with a deficit. We need to

have a thorough, rigorous, systematic plan as to

how we deal with this, which can only be described

as an absolute state of emergency in education.

Government Plan: a dream for the poor
When will help be received ?

Nuapada (Bureau): The government has several

schemes for the poor. Be it Biju Pakkaghar or Biju

swasthya Kalyan Yojana. However, Parabhui's family

from Haripur village in the Komna block of Nuapadha

district has been deprived of all these facilities.

Neither do they have a roof over their head nor have

money. A dilapidated hut that is of no use. Inside the

dilapidated hut, the sun rays are visible during the

day and the stars at night, so it is better not to talk

about the walls of the house. It's worst during the

rainy days. As a result, the sky has become a roof for

this family, and the ground has become a floor.

Parabhui's two daughters, Pramila, Khirmati, son

Thamir, and wife Padmini Parabhui, live together in

this terrible condition.

The family is struck by a bad fortune. The husband

not being physically fit and the wife works in

neighboring houses for a living. However, Padmini

has stumbled and broken her hip. She is now unable

to do her work herself. As a result, two minor

daughters, Pramila and Khairmati, are now managing

the house. At the age when these girls are supposed

to study, they are now working in other houses to

earn a living for their family. Without their work, the

family would starve. In that case, who cares whether

the children complete their studies or not. The family

does not have a permanent house nor money to pay

for medical facilities. The government's plans are a

distant dream for them. Chairman Manoj Mishra and

BDO Sadashiv Bhatra have promised to investigate

and provide housing and medical assistance after

communicating the news to the Komna Block

Chairman and BDO.
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The  f i r s t  and  foremos t  th ing ,  the

government tells you is that the forest

belongs to them. Then the government says

the tribals have illegally occupied the

Definition of politics

Straight talks!
Himansu kumar

forest.  The government then sends the

tribals to the forest department. Police are

being sent to help the forest department.

Police beat tribals, extort money and rape

their daughters. Indigenous people protest,

and the government sends the CRPF to the

forests. When clashes erupt between tribals

and the CRPF, the government says these

people are traitors and are fighting against

the government. Then when social activists

and intellectuals tell the public that it is the

fault of the government; Then it is here that

the government puts these social workers

into jail saying they are also terrorists.

After extorting the natural resources

from the forests, when the capitalists make

the government dance according to its

tunes then the government does not pay

attention to our problems. It is difficult to

understand why this government does not

pay attention to us!

For an oxygen cylinder, your family

member battles with life and dies just like

a fish without water. And a bearded person

dressed as a holy saint declares that no one

has died due to lack of oxygen. Your

attention is diverted to the Hindu-Muslim

fight. Hence their real job is to seize the

country's wealth. Politics is based on the

economy. Poli t ics  is  the game of the

economy. For the economy, by the economy,

and the game of economy is Politics.

The truth of history

PM Aug 14 now Partition Horrors

Remembrance Day, lest we forget !

Seven years into his government, Prime

Minister Narendra Modi declared Saturday that

August 14 would now be observed as "Partition

Horrors Remembrance Day" to commemorate

the "struggles and sacrifices" of millions who

were displaced and who lost their lives during

Partition.

"Partition's pains can never be forgotten,"

the Prime Minister tweeted, "Millions of our

sisters and brothers were displaced and many

lost their lives due to mindless hate and

violence…May the Partition Horrors

Remembrance Day keep reminding us of the

need to remove the poison of social divisions,

disharmony and further strengthen the spirit of

oneness, social harmony, and human

empowerment."

Shortly after this, the Union Home Ministry

issued a notification to this effect. "While at

the stroke of midnight of 14th-15th August

2021, the entire nation will be celebrating the

75th Independence Day, the pain and violence

of Partition has remained deeply etched in the

nation's memory," the Information &

Broadcasting Ministry said. "While the country

has moved on, to become the largest democracy

and the third-largest economy of the world, the

pain of Partition suffered by the nation can never

be forgotten."

The date was chosen for this, the

Independence Day of Pakistan, a nation that

emerged as a political entity after Partition,

sought to mark the historical reason. But tweets

of members of the ruling establishment framed

the immediate political context: to target what

the BJP calls "appeasement politics" of

Opposition parties and publicly put Nehruvian

politics in the dock.

"Partition and the circumstances that led to

it - such as appeasement politics, allowing

divisive forces to dominate discourse and

standing by while people are being harmed -

such a situation should never come to pass

again," said a highly placed official explaining

the rationale behind the move.

The official drew a parallel with how other

countries mark dark chapters of their history:

Holocaust, Slave Trade, and Bangladesh's

March 25 as Genocide Day to mark the brutal

Pak crackdown.

BJP President J P Nadda cheered the

announcement on Twitter claiming that

"appeasement" politics and the forces of

negativity took roots because of Partition.

Nadda's words found an echo across the
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The Taliban and our own country

Should we hate the Muslims of India

f o r  b e i n g  h a r s h  o r  o p p r e s s i v e  i n

r e t u r n i n g  t h e  Ta l i b a n  t o  p o w e r  i n

Afghanistan?

Do we hate Hindus because of the

Indian power that Hindus have given to

M o d i  a s  t h e  o n l y  r e w a r d  f o r  t h e

massacre of Muslims in Gujarat?

We explain to the public every day

that the people you have chosen because

of your religious stigma are the ones

who are hurting you.

The BJP came to power in the name

of the return of the glory of the Hindus,

but it did damage to the Hindus.

The seizure  of  the notes  deprived

millions of Hindus of their livelihood.

The  GST was  in t roduced  and  the

business of Hindu traders was disrupted.

 A l a w  w a s  e n a c t e d  t o  d e s t r o y

farmers, many of whom were Hindus.

They enacted a law to abolish the

rights of workers, most of whom were

party. While Home Minister Amit Shah and

Defence Minister Rajnath Singh called it a

"sensitive" (samvendansheel) move by the

Prime Minister, others took a swipe at the

Congress and the legacy of Nehru.

Welcoming the PM's decision, BJP leader

and Union Minister Dharmendra Pradhan said

Partition remains a "gaping hole" in the soul

of India and the announcement is a "rightful

tribute to the struggles and sacrifices of our

people who were a casualty of the Congress's

ambition and tunnel vision."

While BJP General Secretary (Organisation)

and RSS pracharak B L Santhosh suggested that

the move was an attempt to call out the alleged

attempt to whitewash the trauma of Partition,

Union Minister Hardeep Puri underlined the

day as a "reminder" of "wrong policies" of "the

then Government". "More than 2 cr people lost

their life. The country lost a significant portion

of its territory. Nehruvian legacy & its

proponents tried to whitewash the tragedy

fearing accountability. The country will always

remember the tragedy & millions of sacrifices,"

Santhosh said on Twitter.

Puri cautioned against the politics of

"appeasement" in these times. "This will forever

be a reminder of the human misery caused by

wrong policies of the then Govt," he said

invoking "the struggles & sacrifices of my

parents, grandparents & millions of others like

them."

Puri added that "Partition should serve as a

lesson" so that India "must not repeat the

mistakes of the past" and that the country

doesn't take the path of "appeasement,

particularly when volatility in our neighborhood

only seems to have escalated more than ever

before".

Hindus.

Education has been made expensive,

so that the poor, the downtrodden, the

indigenous women cannot  get  h igher

education.

When the students protested, they were

beaten, the girls were beheaded and the

Hindu government has been covering up

the attackers for hours. They were not

allowed to be arrested.

The Hindus were enthusiastic about

religion and went beyond all the limits

of ignorance.

With the pride of being a Hindu in

their minds, this hateful leader also had

a sense of humiliating other devotees.

As a result, many people died on the

s t ree t s  wi thou t  oxygen ,  and  corpses

floated in the rivers.

 The corpses buried in the sand came

ou t ,  and  t he re  was  a  l ong  queue  i n

cremation grounds.

Even then, we did not say that there

were Hindus.

We took it as a political challenge. We

said we would explain to the public.

We  wi l l  t e l l  t hem no t  t o  fo rm a

government based on religion, but to vote

on  the  i s sue  o f  food  g ra in s ,  wa te r,

education, and medical care. But we still

do not win over those who are ruining the

whole country by voting in the name of

religion.

Those who will undoubtedly kill the

Taliban will also be Muslims. The country

that the Taliban will destroy will be their

own.

Taliban will defame those who belong

to their religion.

What should be the true liberal secular

political judgment in such a case?

Will we continue to call out names to

Indian Muslims for the Taliban to come to

power in Afghanistan?

They have a role to play in the arrival

of the Taliban or they will benefit.

Of course, some of these people have

seen the Taliban's victory as a victory for

the Muslims in their years of gaining the

respect of their community.

Let them see.

It is a psychological process, which we

study in the social sciences.

The mind needs  to  be  kept  cool  to

understand the psychology of the masses.

If only by being Hindu you see Muslims,

you will not see their thoughts.

But as human beings, if you see them,

you can understand Muslims as well as

Hindus and the world.

(The author is a well-known Gandhian

soc ia l  ac t iv i s t .  He  cur ren t ly  l ives  in

Uttarakhand.

Mobile: 9816805940
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Nayagarh (Bureau): The

state government has been

spending crores of rupees on

various schemes at various

times to facilitate drinking

water. But people do not have

access to it. Residents are

desperately seeking water fa-

cilitation. Water shortages

have been reported in

Sundijhola village of

Singarapalli panchayat under

the Nuagaon block of

Nayagarh district. The village

is home to more than 500

people. Overhead water has

been tanked at lakhs of ru-

pees in the hope of provid-

The water tank  has failed: Riverbank  is the hope

Survey: 55% of people were afraid of the police
Bhubaneswar (Bureau):

Nearly 55 percent of Indians

feared getting beaten up by

the police during lockdown

last year, and the police action

in that period was "invariably

harsher on the already

disadvantaged groups such as

the poor, Dalits, tribals and

Muslims", a new report on

policing in India said.

Titled Status of Policing in

India Report 2020-21:

Policing in the Covid-19

Pandemic, the report has been

prepared by the Centre for the

Study of Developing

Societies (CSDS) in

collaboration with Common

Cause India, a Delhi based

non-profit.

It is based on a survey of

citizens and police personnel

across tier-1,2 and 3 cities in

10 states and union

territories. However, exact

details of the survey pool

weren't available. The data

was collected during

October-November 2020.

"During the lockdown,

use of force by the police and

police brutality were

commonly reported, even in

cases of a minor infringement

of the strict lockdown rules.

This inevitably led to

confrontations between the

police and the people," said

the report, which was released

Monday.

It said 57 percent of people

feared the imposition of fines

and penalties during the

lockdown. Moreover, the

poor, Dalits, tribals, and

Muslims "faced greater

disadvantages generally due

to the lockdown, having

difficulty accessing essentials

such as food or ration".

"…they were also more

likely to be evicted as tenants.

Worsening their woes was the

discrimination they faced by

the police during this period,

as is evident from the

findings," the report said.

However, the report noted

that the police's image

improved after the lockdown,

and the level of trust has also

increased.

"This is a reflection on

how the police have been

behaving in the past. Whether

pandemic or normal times,

there is no great difference,"

former home secretary G.K.

Pillai said at the report launch.

Major findings

Those belonging to the

lower class of the society,

based on income level, were

more scared of the police,

including that of physical

violence during the lockdown

as compared to other classes,

the report said.

Moreover, 49 percent of

police personnel reported

frequent use of force against

migrant laborers and 33

percent used force to prevent

those trying to enter shelters.

While 59 percent of

migrant workers and 61

percent of relief workers were

satisfied with the police

during the lockdown,

respectively, both groups

thought that "excessive force"

was used.

The report also noted that

over "one-third of the aid

workers believe that police

behaved very badly with the

homeless people, slum

dwellers, and migrant workers

during the lockdown".

"One out of two aid

workers also say that the

police discriminated against

Muslims during the lockdown,

with 50 percent reporting high

or medium levels of

discrimination," the report

said.

However, three out of five

relief workers also said the

police helped in the

distribution of ration and food

during the lockdown period.

In terms of working

conditions for the police

during the lockdown, the

study said those working in

tier-1 cities were provided

with better facilities during

lockdown than those in tier-2

and -3 cities.

The study also found that

the pandemic took a toll on the

mental health of police

personnel, with nine out of

every 10 saying they have

been impacted by the crisis.

'Can't deny the fact that

Muslims were targeted'

Speaking at the launch,

former Supreme Court judge

Deepak Gupta said, "Our

criminal justice system, 1861

Police Act and criminal

procedure - the entire system

is geared in favour of the rich

and the powerful."

He added: "In the context

of Muslims and the

pandemic, it wasn't just the

police but also the public and

media, after the incident at

Nizamuddin. People in high

offices said things about

Muslims that they shouldn't

have said. It was an abrasion

and should have been

corrected in the first instance.

We can't deny the fact that

they were targeted."

However, former

Telangana Director General

of Police Ish Kumar

highlighted that

disproportionate police

behavior towards some

communities isn't deliberate.

"Maybe because these are

the people easily visible on

the ground, the action gets

taken against them. I don't

think anybody tries to find out

if one is ST, SC, or OBC before

taking action," Kumar said.

"However, the fear of

police is not specific to

pandemic policing. Some of

these issues are age-old. The

lack of sensitivity, service

orientation, and inheritance

biases, belief in danda (sticks)

culture, and lack of

democratic values and

accountability require

reforms," he added.

ing drinking water to the peo-

ple. But it is of no use. Pipes

have also been laid to supply

water from the water tank to

the houses. However, the vil-

lagers depend on the Dahuka

River due to the pipelines not

working. People are collect-

ing water on the banks of the

river. People have to travel

about a kilometer to fetch

water. The villagers com-

plained that the water tank in

the village was still running

but to no avail. The villagers

demanded that the district ad-

ministration looks into the

matter.
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Baghmara school, Khordha:
No infrastructure no teachers !

Khordha (Bureau): Schools

have started after a long hiatus

of lockdown. Once again, ninth

and tenth graders have come to

school and started studying.

But the school is in a state of

disarray. There is neither

necessary infrastructure nor an

adequate number of teachers.

One such school is Raghunath

Deb High School in Baghmari,

Khordha district. The school

does not have the necessary

infrastructure, with 75 students

in the ninth grade and 78 in the

tenth grade. Instead of the

required 8 teachers, the school

now has only three teachers,

including the headmistress. The

school also lacks teachers who

THE REST OF PAGE-2

League, Mohammad Usman, pleaded with Bapu to

remain in Calcutta to ensure the safety of Muslims. Bapu

told them he would delay going to Noakhali if they

guaranteed the safety and wellbeing of the minority

community in Noakhali. If despite their promise, there

was violence in Noakhali, he would go on an

unconditional fast unto death.

On August 11, Bapu met with H.S. Suhrawardy, the

former Premier of Bengal. Suhrawardy too voiced his

concern about the safety of Muslims. Bapu asked him

to stand guarantee for the safety of the Hindus in

Noakhali if he wished for him to stay back in Calcutta.

Suhrawardy promised. Bapu told him, "I will remain if

you and I are prepared to live together. We shall have to

work till every Hindu and Mussalman in Calcutta safely

returns to the place where he was before. We shall

continue in our effort till our last breath..."

It was decided that Bapu and Suhrawardy would

meet and live in Hyderi Mansion (now preserved as

Gandhi Bhawan) in Beliaghata, the dilapidated and

abandoned home of a Muslim family, in a densely

populated neighborhood of very poor Muslims.

Bapu and Suhrawardy were greeted by an angry mob

of young Hindu hotheads who were furious with Bapu

for coming to the rescue of Muslims. Bapu tried to pacify

them, but they persisted; their angry protest continued

the next day, too.

Bapu told them, "I am going to put myself under

your protection. You are welcome to play the opposite

role if you so choose. I have nearly reached the end of

my life's journey. I have not much farther to go. But let

me tell you that if you again go mad, I will not be a

living witness to it. I have given the same ultimatum to

the Muslims of Noakhali, too; I have earned the right.

Before there is another outbreak of Muslim madness in

Noakhali, they will find me dead."

Speaking at the prayer meeting at Beliaghata on the

evening of August 14, Bapu invited everyone to observe

a 24-hour fast and pray for the wellbeing of India and to

spend the day hand-spinning.

After the prayers, Hyderi Mansion was again

attacked. Stones crashed against the windows, shattering

glass panes and showering Bapu and the occupants with

fragments of glass. The wooden shutters were hurriedly

closed. Finally, in order to pacify the mob Bapu stood

at a window and spoke with them. When he felt that he

had calmed the mob, he called Suhrawardy. Suhrawardy

stood next to Bapu, framed in the window illuminated

by streetlights, Bapu placed a hand on Suhrawardy's

shoulder; Suhrawardy unequivocally accepted

responsibility for the Calcutta killings and expressed

his sincere regrets for the tragedy he had caused. This

had a profound effect on the crowd. "It was the turning

point," Bapu said. "It had a cleansing effect."

It was around 11 when the rooms occupied by Bapu

and his tiny retinue were cleaned. After spinning his

regulation quota of khadi yarn, his daily bread labour,

Bapu lay down to rest; soon he was fast asleep.

At midnight on August 14-15, 1947, Indians rejoiced.

India was free. In the Central Hall of Parliament, in a

grand ceremony, the British relinquished power and the

interim government took charge. India heard the "tryst

with destiny" speech made by Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru,

which would be oft-quoted later in India's history, a

testimony to its soul-stirring narrative of what India set

out to achieve. But the man who had made that tryst

possible was fast asleep, on a thin mattress, in a

dilapidated home, in the densely populated poor

neighborhood of Beliaghata in Calcutta, oblivious to

all the rejoicing and the celebration.

On August 15, 1947, Independence Day, Bapu woke

up at 3:45 a.m. He followed his usual daily routine. He

received several messages of congratulations, but he was

not celebrating. He was praying, fasting, and spinning

khadi. On Independence Day itself, a large crowd

gathered around the Governor's mansion in Calcutta and

laid siege to it, unmindful that now its occupant was an

Indian, C. Rajagopalachari. The newly appointed

Governor of Bengal was held hostage in the Raj Bhavan

for several hours by Indians on Independence Day.

Bapu sent a message to the ministers of the cabinet

of West Bengal. He wrote, "From today, you have to

wear the crown of thorns. Strive ceaselessly to cultivate

truth and non-violence. Be humble. Be forbearing. Now,

you will be tested through and through. Beware of

power; power corrupts. Do not let yourselves be

entrapped by its pomp and pageantry. Remember, you

are in office to serve the poor in India's villages."

Together in joy

At the prayer meeting that evening, Bapu

congratulated Calcutta for the camaraderie displayed

by Hindus and Muslims. Muslims shouted the same

slogans of joy as the Hindus. They flew the tricolor

without the slightest hesitation. What was more, the

Hindus were admitted to mosques, and Muslims were

admitted to mandirs. Bapu had hoped that Calcutta

would be entirely free from the communal virus forever.

Then, indeed, they need to have no fear about East

Bengal and the rest of India.

"Shaheed and I are living together in a Muslim

Manzil in Beliaghata where Muslims have been

reported to be sufferers. Now, it seemed as if there

never had been bad blood between the Hindus and the

Muslims. As I have said above, we are living in a

Muslim's house and Muslim volunteers are attending

to our comforts with the greatest attention... Is this to

be called a miracle or an accident? I only ask myself

whether the dream of my youth is to be realized in the

evening of my life.…"

This is the wish with which Bapu ended his day,

the day that India became independent in 1947.

teach many important subjects,

such as math and science. The

management and maintenance of

the school have also been found

to be inadequate due to the

vacancy of clerks starting from

4th-grade staff in the school. The

headmistress informed the

district education officer about

the incident but to no avail.

The villagers, including the

district commissioner and the

governor, were disappointed.

Students have warned to lock

down the school and protest if

the required teaching posts are

not filled immediately. The

district attorney's office was

contacted but could not be

reached for comment.

The government is asleep
Mines and industries are damaging forests

Bhubaneswar (Bureau):

While the government

spends an average of more

than Rs 180 crore a year on

afforestation in the state,

mining companies and

industries in some districts

are deforesting.  In

particular,  they do not

comply with the terms of the

Union Ministry of Forests

and Environment. Jajpur,

Kendujhar, and Sundergarh

districts have witnessed

such violations. Cases have

also been filed against some

of these mining companies

and Industries for violating

the environmental

guidelines. Such exceptions

have been observed in Cuttack

Forest Division under Jajpur

District, Kendujhar Wildlife

Division in Kendujhar

District, and Banai in

Sundargarh, Sundargarh, and

Rourkela Divisions. Most of

the defaulting companies are

mining companies that have

been allowed to extract iron

ore. As per the rules, the

Ministry of Environment,

Forests and Climate Change

of the Government of India

approves the use of forest

lands for non-forest activities

and sets some conditions for

this.

The transfer of non-forest

land in the name of the forest

department, where necessary,

for the protection and

movement of wildlife,

obtaining approval from the

locals through the village

council and the district

magistrate, and, if necessary,

environmental protection.

Most of the people who are

allowed to mine or set up

factories in the forest often

violate the terms. In particular,

they go out of their way to cut

down trees and do mining. So

where the conditions are in

breach, the government takes

action. But by then, these

companies and organizations

had already devastated vast

forests.
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 Odisha is the sixth cyclone-prone area in the world
Bhubaneswar (Bureau): Odisha is

the sixth most cyclone-prone area in the

world. With tropical cyclones

becoming frequent in the State and

coastal districts witnessing high tidal

surges, the Odisha government has

asked the Water Resources department

to prepare an action plan for

strengthening the saline and flood

embankments. Around 1,636 km of

saline embankments and 5,864 km of

flood protection embankments have

been built mostly in the districts of

Ganjam, Puri, Jagatsinghpur,

Kendrapara, Bhadrak, and Balasore.

The existing embankments are not

enough to prevent large-scale saline

inundation during cyclones.

The issue was discussed at a high-

level meeting chaired by Chief

Secretary Suresh Mahapatra here on

Tuesday, August 10, 2021. On the

changing coastal characteristics and

existing infrastructure for checking

tidal surges, Principal Secretary of

Water Resources department Anu Garg

said, "With around 17 percent of

coastline (480 km), Odisha faces

around 35 percent of the cyclonic storm

along with tidal surge. The State is the

sixth most cyclone-prone area of the

world."   She said that the State had

faced seven very severe to extreme

severe cyclones with a tidal surge of

3.5 meters to 4.5 meters in the last 10

years. Given the increasing frequency

and intensity with which tropical

cyclones are hitting the State, there is

an urgent need for further strengthening

of the embankments. There are also flat

terrains with fertile agricultural land

and a dense population adjacent to the

coastline. Tidal ingress caused large-

scale damage to property and

agriculture, she added.

The Chief Secretary asked the

department to identify the vulnerable

locations and tracts where there would

be a probability of tidal ingress to the

land. Strengthening the saline and flood

embankments by raising height would

save life and livelihood from tidal

surges and inundations. Development

Commissioner Pradeep Jena suggested

a scientific assessment of the coastal

geophysical features for the areas

where engineering intervention could

be a solution.

Meanwhile, a detailed project report

(DPR) has been prepared under the

supervision of the department for the

first phase of construction of a 380 km

saline embankment at a projected cost

of Rs 1,944 crore. This is part of the Rs

20,000 package submitted to the Centre

for assistance to build a disaster-

resilient infrastructure along the

coastline.

Diganta celebrates its 75th Independence Day

Cuttack / Niali (Bureau): The 75th

Independence Day has been

celebrated within the Covid

Guidelines at the Diganta Residential

School in Patrakana under Devi-

Kandal Island. Kantapada Panchayat

Samiti chairperson Smitarani Swain

was the chief guest and hoisted the

flag. The event was attended by all

the teachers of the school along with

the 10th class and ITI students of the

school, the principal of Apex ITI,

Chakradhar Pradhan the President of

Sankalp, Niranjan Chowdhury the

editor, Mihirkant Mohapatra the

project coordinator. Block Four new

aerators were installed for

oxygenation at a fish pond. It was

inaugurated by Chairperson

Smitarani Swayamsevak.


